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Professor Nicholas Lash, Emeritus Fellow of Clare Hall, Cambridge, is internationally 

regarded as one of the most incisive, creative and influential Roman Catholic 

philosophical theologians of our time.   

 

Born in 1934 in Lansdowne, United Provinces into a family with deep Raj 

connections stretching to the first Chief Justice of Madras in 1800, the odds, 

perhaps, were always that he would make his mark. It runs in the family, as his well-

known actor nephews, Ralph and Joseph Fiennes, exemplify. Nevertheless 

surprising is the nature of the distinction he did achieve which, for all his 

establishment credentials, has something of the committed subversive about it. 

 

His wide-ranging work has consistently scrutinised practices, institutions and thought 

forms – whether those of the State, of wider society, the academy, the church or 

other traditions – holding them to account, exposing their contradictions and 

promoting the common flourishing of which the church is called to be sign and 

sacrament. 

 

Nor did his present distinction come easily. Even allowing for the benefits of 

educational opportunity, natural ability, and key supports, his achievements 

represent the hard won fruits of a persistent pursuit of excellence and willingness to 

follow where that led. These are exemplary virtues which we might all emulate, 

whether starting out on our professional journeys or somewhat further along their 

path. 

 

Having completed his schooling, Nicholas tested his monastic vocation at Downside 

Abbey: within six months he and the Novice Master had reached different 

assessments as to his suitability for monastic life. Similarly, during the six years he 

then spent with the Royal Engineers he attended one year to initialise his confidential 

report to find the colonel had simply written: “Mr Lash has little interest in, or aptitude 

for, mechanical matters, which is unfortunate in a sapper officer.” Following this in 
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turn were six years as a seminarian for the Diocese of Northampton leading to 

ordination in 1963.  

 

As a young curate he was already in the vanguard of promoting the theological 

renewal that followed in the wake of the Second Vatican Council, as in his first major 

work His Presence in the World, a study of contemporary Eucharistic theology, and 

through his association with the Slant group of Marxist-inclined Catholic intellectuals 

influenced by the linguistic philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein and including the 

cultural theorist, Terry Eagleton. 

 

In what proved to be a decisive move, in 1968 he began doctoral studies at St 

Edmund’s House, Cambridge leading both to his acclaimed Newman on 

Development and his earlier Change in Focus: A Study in Doctrinal Change and 

Continuity. He stayed at St Edmund’s as Dean and University Assistant Lecturer but 

a more personal change in focus was also in view. In 1975, having come to the 

conviction that his vocation lay in academic theology rather than pastoral ministry, he 

resigned from the priesthood and, in 1976, married Janet. Matrimony and 

subsequent paternity clearly suited him for it opened upon his most productive 

period. In 1978 he was elected to the Norris-Hulse Chair of Divinity, the first Roman 

Catholic since the Reformation to hold a chair in theology in either Oxford or 

Cambridge. The promotion of an untenured assistant lecturer to a major named chair 

was also a Cambridge First. 

 

The major writings and volumes which followed, were all distinguished by their 

exceptional philosophical acumen, sensitivity of interpretation, elegance of 

expression and critical-constructive intent. Particularly notable is the 1981 A Matter 

of Hope: A Theologian’s Reflections on the Thought of Karl Marx, which remains one 

of the few theological works to pursue a sustained theological engagement with the 

full range of Marx’s thought. 1988 saw the publication of Easter in Ordinary: 

Reflections on Human Experience and the Knowledge of God, a benchmark study 

that confirmed him at the forefront of an emerging theological post-liberalism. The 

argument is that just as God, the mysterious sustaining source of all that exists, 

cannot properly be thought of as one particular thing alongside other particular 

things, so also religious traditions – and Christian Trinitarian faith in a particular way 
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– are misunderstood if regarded as just relating to special “religious” areas of 

experience rather than the entirety of life lived as held within the gift of God. His most 

widely read work is probably his magisterial short reading of the Apostles’ Creed 

Believing Three Ways in One God, which I frequently commend to any, regardless of 

personal commitment, who wish to sample a virtuoso performance of Christian 

theology in remarkably crisp, clear language that is a delight to read. 

 

Bringing all this closer to home, what can Nicholas Lash tell us about the relationship 

between the ecclesial home of Christian theology and its place in the public, secular 

academy? He recurrently points to a systemic dysfunction within contemporary 

Catholicism flowing from the unilateral subordination of theology to church authority, 

hindering its proper role as the critical conscience of faith – of testing what is and 

creatively re-imagining what might be. Viewed thus, the irony is that the secular 

academy provides vital space for theology to fulfil its critical role in service of the 

health of the church. Equally, for Nicholas theology done well in turn brings key 

benefits to the secular academy: 1) it provides clear reminder of the situatedness of 

all enquiry in prior traditions of collective endeavour and evaluation and of the need 

to test their adequacy; 2) it points to the common need across all fields of enquiry for 

a sustained self-critical attention that resists absolute closure; 3) given that theology 

is not simply the study of God but of all things in relation to God as their origin and 

end, theology is intrinsically capable of hosting a conversation with and between all 

the other disciplines. In these ways theology can help the university precisely to be a 

university. 

 

It is this vision of theology and of its vital place in the secular academy that Nicholas 

Lash has communicated to great effect through his teaching as also his writing. 

Beyond the generations of undergraduates taught by him, he has supervised many 

doctoral students who are now themselves influential figures. Similarly, it is this 

vision that led in 1985 to his being one of the co-founders of the Catholic Theological 

Association of Great Britain, aimed precisely at nurturing the vocation of Catholic 

theologians in the public academy. So also this vision formed a key strand in the 

dual establishment here in Durham of the country’s first permanent Centre for 

Catholic Studies in the secular, public academy and associated endowed chair in 

Catholic theology, initiatives of which he has been a firm supporter from the outset 
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and continues so to be as we move into further significant stages of their 

development.    

 

Mr Chancellor, I present Professor Nicholas Langrishe Alleyne Lash to receive the 

degree of Doctor of Divinity, honoris causa. 
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